Esc diagram

An ESC electronic speed control is a circuit for controlling an electric motor â€” particularly
brushless DC motors. These kinds of motors are very commonly found in hobby RC vehicles
and in multi-rotor drones. This project just requires an Arduino Nano , an L motor driver, and a
handful of common electronic components resistors, capacitors, etc. Following along with the
instructions to create your own ESC does take some soldering chops, and the ability to read
and understand electrical schematics. From a practical standpoint, it would be easier for many
drone and RC builders to just buy a premade ESC off the shelf. However, this is Hackster. With
a few cost-cutting measures like ordering components in bulk , it would be entirely possible to
approach the cost of even the most low-budget ESCs on the market. The result would be a
sophisticated, programmable, and capable ESC at a price even that the most frugal hobbyist
would be happy with. Log in Sign up. Please ensure that JavaScript is enabled in your browser
to view this page. Cameron Coward Follow. Related articles. Sponsored articles. These are
frequently used on radio-controlled models which are electrically powered, with the change
most frequently used for brushless motors providing an electronically produced 3-phase
electric power low voltage source of energy for the motor. As we know, an ESC controls the
speed of the motors spin of an airplane. It helps a similar purpose as the throttle servo of a glow
powered airplane. It is an edge between the radio receiver of an airplane and the power plant.
Electronic speed control will have 3- sets of wires. One wire will plug into the main battery of an
airplane. And lastly, a third of wire is used for powering the motor. The main features of an
electronic speed control include battery eliminator circuit, low voltage cutoff, brake, and to.
There are two kinds of electronic speed controller based on the specific requirements, you can
acquire the exact one existing in RC Models shops such as brushed ESC and brushless
Electronic Speed Control. Brushed ESC is the first electronic speed controller, which has been
around for several years. It is also a bit more costly. Connected to a brushless motor, it carries
more power higher performance as compared to the brushed ones. It can also last a longer
period. The basic function of ESC is to change the amount of power to the electric motor from
the aircraft battery based upon the location of the throttle stick. In earlier, speed controllers are
mainly used in remote control boats and cars which use a variable resistor with a wiper that was
stimulated by a servo motor. This technique works reasonably at full throttle as the battery is
associated straight to the motor, though at part throttle situations the flow of current through
the resistor producing power to be lost in the form of heat. As a model, aircraft will use most of
its time at the portion of the throttle. This is not a very practical means of power control. Here,
MOSFET Transistor is used as a switch instead of a mechanical device, and the amount at
which it is switched is about times a second. So, the power to the motor is diverse by changing
the amount of ON time, against off time in a specified cycle. Here is the simple ESC circuit with
a waveform diagram that may help with the description. By cabling a diode across the motor, we
return the energy into the motor as current, which rises down as the magnetic field failures. The
number one significant consideration to keep in mind is to match the Electronic Speed Control
to the sort of motor you used. If the motor has three wires, then it is brushless. For people who
are not aware of electronic speed control, most of the models like the RTR RC model are
provided with a pre-installed Electronic Speed Control. Most of these are brushed digital units
that carry a decent act in their operations. If RC car comes with analog speed control, which
needs a servo to work the swing arm, consider receiving a digital one as soon as you can. It is
also fine to get an ESC with the opposite functionality. The electronic speed control systems are
used in remote control and vehicle applications. Thus, this is all about the electronic speed
controller. We hope that you have got a better understanding of this concept. Furthermore, any
doubts regarding this concept or to implement any electrical projects , please give your
valuable suggestions by commenting in the comment section below. Here is a question for you,
What is the function of ESC? Hi Georgis That depends on the current draw of your motor, and it
is not possible for us to suggest the controller. Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain any AC
from the ESC if it is not connected to a brushless motor. I should be very indebted to you if you
would let me know : a which are the initialisation tests of the ESC b how to avoid the necessity
of having connected a motor Yours sincerely, Georges. Share This Post: Facebook. Hello I have
one driil motor 18v what controller does it need? Credit Rules Jump to the last page. Login
Register. Uploading and Loding Picture Second Officer. Explaining it via email was getting
cumbersome! I have prepared this information in a 7 page pdf file attached. It contains basically
how the ESCs work theory of operation , schematic diagram, parts layout on the ESC board, and
oscilloscope waveforms for troubleshooting. I have the ver. From photos of the ver. I think the
difference is strictly in the MPU firmware loaded. Thus, this should be applicable to both ver. A
DVM for voltage or resistance checks has limited meaning. If you note any errors, please let me
know and I'll update and issue a new version if neccessary. Hopefully you'll find the
"Handyman's Guide" useful for troubleshooting and repair at the component level. Paul Twitter

Facebook Favorite 4 Like Use props. First Officer. Brilliant work Paul, you have made carried
out some dilligent work on this forum- speaking with data rather than just opinion- priceless!
Maybe you could give Fantomas permission to add your stuff to his ever growing almanac of
knowledge on the Phantom, mentioned elsewhere on this forum. Thanks, appreciate your work
on this issue. Awesome work Paul! TheRann4u Offline. No issues yet, but will collect the data
with appreciation for your hard work!!! Thanks for all the info Paul! I was wondering what was
taking so long, but now I see why. Nice professional job! John N2KBE. Wow Awesome work! Be
it known that Pxxx Hxxxxx otherwise known as secret identity "na5n". First class work Paul,
very impressive!!!!!! This may be a question from an unknown planet but apart from switching
the motor wirin Excellent, cheers Paul Steve C. DJI-Autumn Offline. It would be topped.
Excellent Paul. Sorry to hear about death in your family. I have gone thru 5 props on tip over
stopping motors instantly in gravel driveway and no failures either does that mean you agree
that 2. PWM allows for precise motor speedcontrol. You never saw this problem in the PWM
signal itself? See 3 why I wonder Anyone who has NOT tightened their props with wrench
appear in danger of unscrewing them during the resulting max motor decel What do you think?
Should I report this to SDK folks at dji? Thanks now it is Miller time. You deserve it! Paul,
Thanks for your reply to my email. With full credits to you of course! It was my 90 year old father
that passed away. I replaced all four of A true EE with a twist of nominal for the dummies.
Photica Offline. Outstanding documentation. It is exactly what I've been searching for. All the
best I has to replace my spark esc its a newer spark as well but it keeps poping the right front
one turns out thr tracer wire is wrone side on the new frame i bought white tracer wire is on
opisit side of the 3 wires from the arm across from it in all pics i see including the origonal
frame. Hoping when a thirs esc comes in i can just flip them and it will work. Seems to be the
middle one. So itd the ground and signal wire that must be reverced and poping the esc. Hope
its not due to the esc being 2. Got it up it just needed the wires reverced on the one arm dji
installed them backwards. All is good now and my esc is fine too. My baby is back and its blue
now not white and flys perfect. Would LOVE to see them. Unable to download the attachments
please help. OmriMav Offline. Hi, I know this post is older. I tried downloading the PDFs and it
shows I don't have the authority. Thank you in advance! Advanced Bold Text Color Upload. You
need to log in before you can reply Login Register now. Regards Hi Guy, I have printed this out
and bound it with my phantom manual. There is a link in the posting to the actual document.
Rod UGH! The posting is just down the page from where we are at the moment. He has
assembled lots of stuff which has helped me immensly and is worth studying. He is therefore
entitled to all the rights, privileges and honors pertaining thereto and is hereby given authority
by the General Assembly of members. In witness whereof the membership have hereunto
affixed their electronic equivelent of a "DUDE, you rock! I know what you're up to guy- you want
to make a fence post hole borer out of it! Thanks to all for your kind words. Between business
travel and a death in the family, mostly without internet access, I've been out of touch past
month. Much appreciated with some LOLing. And guymacdonald So if replacing your ESC or
motor, always make a notation of the order of the black, yellow and red wires on that arm. I have
since upgraded all the ESCs to ver. First flight with the ver. Good and safe flying to all, Paul. I
replaced all four of my ESCs with ver. I have not tried to stall one of the props, like on a tip-over,
to see if any damage would occur. I do wish DJI would share some technical details on their
quadcopters, and some specific details on what firmware changes were implemented. I see
absolutely no difference between the 2. Same circuit, same board, same parts. The change must
be entirely the MPU firmware, and like you, suspect it was to alter the commutator and velocity
loops for better motor control. This would no doubt be some fine tuning of the PWM phasing to
the motors, or some default routine to keep the motors from stalling and burning up the FETs.
According to DJI, the commutator feedback speed control is disabled when you first power up
the motors, and speed control kicks in when the rpms indicate flight in progress. Temporarily
turning off the speed control in flight when some motor rotation "glitch" is detected, to allow the
speed to stabilize, was also probably added. Regardless of the specific firmware changes, it
does seem DJI addressed the problem with a fairly valid fix. I have seen very few ESC failure
posts over the past couple of months as the ver. I haven't done that. Always nice to see new
data. I think any of us that have the means to measure the performance of the P2V or other
models should report them to DJI. I think they appreciate the feedback, and it also sends a
message that some of us are out there evaluating the technical performance and fully capable
of providing sound feedback, Paul. I have no objections to the ESC information being posted
elsewhere. I posted it here to share. Thanks for asking, though. Sorry to hear. As others have
noted, a printout has already been added to my ever expanding documentation collection Which
already includes the fabulous document from Fantomas - Should be mandatory reading for all! I
personally tend to learn a lot more by reading than watching videos. Thanks again, Regards,

Ian. Nearly forgot about it. The better camera and no fish-eye distortion just makes superior
photos and video. It saddens me to see it sitting on the shelf. I have flights on the P3S and so
far no problems except repairing a couple of shell cracks. OmriMav Offline OmriMav lvl. Let's
get started! The two videos give you a good idea of what is necessary to do to create your own
ESC. In the following steps I will present you some additional information. Here you can
download the code that I created for the project. Since I created quite a few of them you can
download them all. Feel free to check out my YouTube channel for more awesome projects:.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but there appears to be a bug well, 3 identical ones in 4. Question 2
years ago on Introduction. So should i increase the voltage to the compressor or the speed of
the compressor can be increased by the code itself? Hi Great Scott my question is, do you think
the basic code will run on a senseless squirrel cage induction motor that has no magnets and
whose load is a simple green house fan? Hi Scott, the actual boards pictures you show do not
look like the electronic diagram. What changes do I need to make to make this work? Question 2
years ago. Answer 2 years ago. Question 3 years ago on Step 5. Hi,I want to try this project. But
before the create it, I want to simulate in the program. Which simulation program you use? Can
you help me? Great instructable, but I think there are a few errors in your schematic. The RC
filters you have on the comparator inputs look to be drawn incorrectly. The capacitor should be
located directly on the comparator pin, so that the capacitor forms a voltage divider along with
the resistor, to form a lowpass filter. As drawn, the capacitor is right across a low impedance
source, so it will have little to no effect. Awesome project! We made it exacatly like you.. The
only problem is that the motor isn't spinning fast enough. Do you have any idea why this is
happening? We using the software 4. Very good project. I had bought some parts form
Makerfabs. Hope every thing is OK. Could you please sharing the eagle files? By GreatScottLab
Follow. More by the author:. Here you can find the schematic along with reference pictures of
my board layout. Sketch 1: Uses the analogRead function to measure the current Sketch 2:
Uses the external interrupt on pin 3 to measure the current Sketch 3: Uses timer 2 to control the
current chopping Sketch 4: Uses the interrupts on pin 10,11,12 to switch to the next step.
Attachments 1. You did it! You just created your own ESC! Did you make this project? Share it
with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in
Clocks. Reply Upvote. Gokulias 1 year ago. ArunS 1 year ago. Answer Upvote. ZellitoH 2 years
ago on Introduction. AiltonO Question 2 years ago. PierceB4 3 years ago. Sorry for my bad
english. Ivan 3 years ago. Is it possible to implement a digital speed reference? Without using a
potentiometer. AllexandruP 3 years ago. JaccoV 3 years ago. In this post we discuss a universal
ESC circuit or an electronic speed controller circuit which can be universally applied for
controlling any type 3 phase BLDC or even an alternator motor. An ESC or electronic speed
controller is an electronic circuit which is normally used for operating and controlling a BLDC
3-phase motor. BLDC motor stands for brushless DC motor which clearly states that such
motors are void of brushes, quite opposite to the brushed type of motors which rely on brushes
for commutation. Due to the absence of brushes BLDC motors are able to operate with
maximum efficiency since the absence of brushes relieves it from frictions and other related
inefficiency. However BLDC motors have one major downside, these cannot be operated
through a single supply like the other brushed motors, instead a BLDC motor requires a
3-phase driver for operating them. Despite of this technical complexity, BLDC motors become
highly preferable compared to their brushed counterpart, because BLDC motors are extremely
efficient in terms power consumption and virtually no wear and tear issues. This is why BLDC
motors are today used in electric vehicles , windmills, airplanes, quad copters , and most motor
related equipment. As discussed above operating a BLDC motor looks quite complex, and if you
try to look for a driver or an electronic speed controller circuit for BLDC motors you would
probably come across circuits which are too complex using MCUs, or employ hard to find
components. In this post we will learn how to make a simple and effective ESC circuit which
may be universally applied to operate most BLDC motors through some minor modifications.
Once you learn the details of the circuit, you could use it to build electric vehicles , quad
copters, robots, automatic gates, vacuum cleaner and any motor operated product with
maximum efficiency. Since a BLDC motor requires a 3 phase signal, the first thing that needs to
be designed is a 3-phase generator circuit. The following circuits show how this can be made
using a handful of operating parts. The first one uses opamps while the second one makes use
of just a few BJTs. The 3-phase signal output needs to be integrated with a 3-phase mosfet
driver circuit for enabling the motor operation. Therefore the second important element is the 3
phase alternator driver circuit, which is supposed to respond to the above 3 phase generator
circuit for operating the connected BLDC motor. The following image shows the entire circuit of
the proposed ESC design. The presented ESC alternator driver circuit looks pretty
straightforward and does not seem to employ any complex stages. The 3 phase signals

acquired from the 3 phase generator circuits is applied to the inputs of the NOT gates shown at
the top left of the above diagram. This stage is configured with the low side mosfets or IGBTs,
for chopping their gate triggers into appropriate sections. This gate chopping forces the
devices to operate at a rate determined by these chopping PWM duty cycle rate. Wider duty
cycles enables the motor to rotate faster and narrower duty cycle allows the motor to slow
down proportionately. If you have any circuit related query, you may interact through
comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will not be published.
Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Just looking at this post again and noticed
the mention of the IRS, looking for that will take you to U. This comment is pertaining to the
circuit using the and the BLDC driver. If a method to make the motor reversible were desired,
would it be acceptable to install a switch at the outputs of the inverter, 2 phases and simply
switch those 2? It seems that way to me as that is how it would be done on an AC 3 phase
motor. I think the reversing of the motor could be implemented simply reversing the 3 phase
input sequence across HIN LIN inputs of the ICâ€¦doing through a switch could be confusing?
Anyhow, As we both know, there are indefinite ways to do one thing with electronics. This chip
is unbelievable, it has so much built into that I am overwhelmed for the time. Maybe you would
take a look at it and tell me what you think. It is a pretty recently released item. I have lightly
investigated the data sheets and looked for more detailed info on it but nothing is showing up
as far as basic instruction on how to get it up and working for development, mostly block info.
So it would be a high probability that this chip would be way above and beyond what I would in
truth want to experiment with, but man, how cool it would be to have a controller with just half
of what I think this would do. After all this thing works with an ARM Cortex and getting into the
code to make that fly is for sure going to require some help from someone way above my ED
level. I took a quick look at the datasheet, and found to be an extensive integrated module which
will some time to investigate, however I could not find how an H-bridge using N-channel
MOSFETs could be configured through this chip? I am good thanksâ€¦. I just think they are
simply more robust. No problem Lin. But please build it stage-wise. Proceed to IC control only
once the 3 phase working is confirmed. Tem um outro circuito, que posso controlar, alternador,
motor modificado? Thank you very much for sharing this knowledge. Today came the ic drive,
which I bought, A But I was surprised by the size of the piece as it is tiny 4mm, and I believe it
can only be used on industrial plates. Do you have any information about this? The modern ICs
are mostly SMD types therefore they will be small, you can ask them for a bigger one with
vertical pins, and see if it is available or not in this format. Ishara, do you mean a DC to AC
inverter which can handle an air conditioner? How are you? Everything ok? Can I replace with
another? Can you suggest any another one? For the richness of the above comments and their
responses I feel encouraged to set up the circuit mentioned for driving a car alternator
converted to bldc. I promise that as soon as I start the tests I will show the results. Nos vcc
posso ligar 12v? All these circuits are complex and advised for the experts, if you are confident
about it, then you can build it! Ok sir but fig second where 3 bc transistor used can i used it
because it is not more complexâ€¦ And sure it will be work properly na sir.. I am not use it
without connecting last cricuit designâ€¦ It can not run the motor without using last cricuit
diagramâ€¦ I give this reason because my dc burshless motor will have three wire comes from
the coil and they connected to hall sensor transistor but it ia blow out due to this i want to run
this motor without hall sensor transistor because it is not available in my market sir.. Com este
circuito, posso controlar um alternador que vou transformar em motor, para uma bicicleta?
Hello Sir Mr Swagatam. Goodday Sir. I guess my case has been settled. Thank you again. Thank
you Sir again for your response, your work is simply priceless. My kind of motor has only three
stator windings connected in delta. This circuit utilizes an external 3 phase generator for
signalling the ESC through the NOT gates to operate the motor with a 3-phase degree shift
signals, which is the standard value for driving all 3-phase motors, therefore this circuit dos not
depend on any sensor and is able to independently drive any 3-phase motor. What should be
the configuration for it? Can you please get in touch on email? Hi Rishee, the configuration in
the above article is the best configuration according to me, because it does not rely on any
special ICs. You can replace the full-bridge IC with any other variant, and use the other
mentioned stages with it in the same format and achieve the required results. You can feel free
to discuss through comments, as this will help the other readers also to learn about your
experience in the field. Thank you Mr Swagatam. I was wondering if this circuit will be powerful
enough to run the motor under load. Thank you, awaiting your response. You can use any
suitable ones which may be on par with the rating of the motor. It is better to use IGBTs instead
of mosfets for better efficiency. This circuit can be upgraded for any motor, simply by
upgrading the IGBTs accordingly. I had same question on another post today. Will consider
swapping two of the hall inputs but seems like hall inputs will track motor direction. May just
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to get motor rolling using this approach then switch to hall sensors. Thank you for the
response. How can this be accomplished? Not sure my last question was posted. Thank you for
your answer I really appreciate it. I have another, how can reversing be added to this example?
You'll also like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are
related to the above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Search Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. Thank you for notifying, I
have corrected it now! Use only PCB or veroboard for the assemblyâ€¦. Glad you found the
concept useful, wish you all the best, and thanks for the feedback! Oi tudo bem? Sir I want
inveter Air conditioner compressor drive circuit. Boa noite. Let me know if you have any
problems! Can i used thrid diagram sir..? It can run my dc burshless motor. Bom Dia. Sem
problemas. Best regards. You are most welcome Mthokozisi, wish you all the best!!

